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i have unplayed it but i have heard that when the current operation is complete, it can be played offline
without the need for any online components. if that is the case, then you could easily have it set to be
the default game without an internet connection, and then when you get online again, if your internet
provider will let you do it, you can switch over to that version of the game. so i have a question, i was
wondering, what about the island map, its map not showing up, when i played on pc it did show it, but
when i play on a ps4 it seems like it isnt. so is there a fix for it, or has nobody else had the problem?

when game was first released, you had to fight through a couple rounds of levels before you could get to
the island. was the mission structure changed later in development to make it more forgiving? at the risk
of sounding like i'm complaining, the campaign mission i decided to go with had me flying over the island

twice and only got to the first island. it felt like i was having to work very hard to progress. was there
some method of making it easier? well after saving 3 dogs and some water, the game starts. however
the first thing it does is start the training for the various specialties ( sniper, medics, engineers, recon,

etc..). you can practice on the predetermined exercises, which aren't made too difficult, but i found that
it is best to train how to use the specific gun before actually testing it out on people. for example, a

sniper rifle is best used at a specific range, so you must practice these range exercises before you can
actually try to ambush people in the middle of a battle.
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hi guys! i was wondering if you can help
me with this problem. the problem is that

i have the polish version of operation
flashpoint: cold war crisis, however i d
like to change the language to english.
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the problem is that the only language to
choose from is polish.. is there some kind

of patch which i may use for language
changing i also tryed editing

stringtable.csv in bin folder but any
changes done to this file makes the game

showing no texts on title screen for
example. is this possible to do hi guys! i
was wondering if you can help me with
this problem. the problem is that i have

the polish version of operation flashpoint:
cold war crisis, however i d like to change
the language to english. the problem is

that the only language to choose from is
polish.. i have just downloaded the

english patch and installed it, however
the game still crashes when i start the

game. there is no sound either, and the
game still runs in the polish language.
how do i change the language now? i
have this problem - i use the english

patch for the game, and when i start the
game it says the music is wrong because
of the language, but i would like to listen
to the music in english. if i can change it

to english, it will be much more
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interesting. i can select english in the
settings. i go to settings, and select

general, then language, and then select
english. i click ok and when i start the
game, it says there is a problem and it

will be fixed in a moment. then it says it is
not possible to change the language

because it is already selected. i have both
the english patch and the full version of

the game and when i try to play it, i get a
message that says that the game is in

french and i want to play it in english and
i can't because i don't have the right

language pack. if someone can help me i
would appreciate it. thanks. 5ec8ef588b
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